GL ACCESSORIES

HUB MOUNT

HUB MT 3/4” Cast iron hub and junction box for single pendant mount.

Note: For use with 4’ unit only.

HOOK MOUNT

HUB/HOOK Mounting hook with safety screw allows easy replacement of existing HID fixtures. Hook attaches to the fixture with 3/4” cast iron hub and junction box. A 10’ long aircraft cable and Y style hanger with toggle clips are factory furnished for leveling fixture from single support.

Note: For use with 4’ unit only.

HOOK/CABLE MOUNT

HOOK/CABLE Hook and 10’ cable mounting kit. Mounting hook is secured to the structure by eye bolt or loop (furnished by others). Attached at the base of the hook is a circular mounting plate with four (4) 10’ adjustable cables, oriented in 90º intervals, suspended below.

Note: For use with 4’ unit only.

3” SPACER BRACKET

3SB Spacer bracket provides a 3” gap between the fixture and the mounting surface. Two (2) brackets required per fixture.

EGL ACCESSORIES

EGL CEILING MOUNT BRACKETS

SSMB Stainless steel ceiling mount brackets. Two (2) per fixture.

PIANO HINGE

P/H DOOR Piano hinge steel door frame with clear, high-temperature, non-prismatic acrylic lens, .118” thick.

Note: Four (4) piano hinge brackets on the channel. Two per side.

DOOR FRAME

SCHA118 Steel door frame with 0.118” thick clear high temperature acrylic glazing (non-prismatic clear lens). Other lens materials available—consult factory. Spring-steel clips secure the door frame to the GL fixture housing.

WIREGUARD

WG11 11-gauge white powder coated wireguard protects lamps where risk of impact is present. Wireguard is attached using four (4) clips (two per side) which are secured to the housing with screws. May be used in conjunction with lensed door frame.

5% UPLIGHT

UP5 Optional apertures in the top of the housing provide 5% uplight to illuminate the ceiling and eliminate the “cave effect”.

Technical Info
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